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(a) Motion pictures. (1) Agency-
sponsored or produced motion picture
films (e.g., public information films)
whether for public or internal use:

(i) Original negative or color original
plus separate optical sound track;

(ii) Intermediate master positive or
duplicate negative plus optical track
sound track; and,

(iii) Sound projection print and video
recording, if both exist.

(2) Agency-acquired motion picture
films: Two projection prints in good
condition or one projection print and
one videotape.

(3) Unedited footage, outtakes and
trims (the discards of film productions)
that are properly arranged, labeled, and
described and show unstaged,
unrehearsed events of historical interest
or historically significant phenomena:

(i) Original negative or color original;
and

(ii) Matching print or videotape.
(b) Still pictures. (1) For black-and-

white photographs, an original negative
and a captioned print although the
captioning information can be
maintained in another file such as a data
base if the file number correlation is
clear. If the original negative is nitrate,
unstable acetate, or glass based, a
duplicate negative is also needed.

(2) For color photographs, the original
color transparency or color negative, a
captioned print or captioning
information as described above, and a
duplicate color negative and duplicate
slides and transparencies, if they exist.

(3) For slide sets, the original and a
reference set, and the related audio
recording and script.

(4) For other pictorial records such as
posters, original art work, and
filmstrips, the original and a reference
copy.

(c) Sound Recordings. (1) Disc
recordings:

(i) For conventional disc recordings,
the master tape and two disc pressings
of each recording, typically a vinyl copy
for playback at 331⁄3 revolutions per
minute (rpm).

(ii) For compact discs, the origination
recording regardless of form and two
compact discs.

(2) For magnetic sound recordings on
audio tape (open reel, cassette, or
cartridge), the original tape or the
earliest generation of the recording and
a ‘‘dubbing’’ if one has been made.
Section 1232.30(d) of this subchapter
requires the use of open-reel tape for
original audio recordings.

(d) Video recordings. (1) For
videotape, the original or earliest
generation videotape and a copy for
reference. Section 1232.30(c) of this
subchapter requires the use of

industrial-quality or professional
videotapes for use as originals, although
VHS copies can be transferred as
reference copies.

(2) For video discs, the premaster
videotape used to manufacture the
video disc and two copies of the disc.
Video discs that depend on interactive
software and nonstandard equipment
may not be acceptable for transfer.

(e) Finding aids and production
documentation. The following records
shall be transferred to the National
Archives with the audiovisual records
to which they pertain.

(1) Existing finding aids such as data
sheets, shot lists, continuities, review
sheets, catalogs, indexes, list of
captions, and other documentation that
are helpful or necessary for the proper
identification, or retrieval of audiovisual
records. Electronic versions of these
files shall be transferred in accordance
with § 1228.188 of this part.

(2) Production case files or similar
files that include copies of production
contracts, scripts, transcripts, and
appropriate documentation bearing on
the origin, acquisition, release, and
ownership of the production.

3. Part 1232 is revised to read as
follows:
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Authority: 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 3101; and
OMB Circular A–130.

Subpart A—General

§ 1232.1 Applicability and scope.
This part prescribes policies and

procedures for managing audiovisual
records to ensure adequate and proper
documentation and authorized, timely,
and appropriate disposition. The
policies and procedures apply to all
Departments and independent agencies
of the Executive Branch.

§ 1232.2 Objectives.
The objectives of audiovisual records

management are to achieve the effective
creation, maintenance, use, and
disposition of audiovisual and related

records by establishing standards for
maintenance and disposition, physical
security, and preservation and by
reviewing recordkeeping practices on a
continuing basis to improve procedures.

§ 1232.10 Definitions.

Agency. Any department or
independent establishment of the
Executive Branch of the Federal
Government. See § 1220.14, for general
definitions.

Audiovisual. Any pictorial or aural
means of communicating information.

Audiovisual equipment. Equipment
used for recording, producing,
duplicating, processing, broadcasting,
distributing, storing or exhibiting
audiovisual materials or for providing
any audiovisual services.

Audiovisual production. An
organized and unified presentation,
developed according to a plan or script,
containing visual imagery, sound, or
both, and used to convey information.
An audiovisual production generally is
a self-contained presentation.
Audiovisual productions may include
motion media with synchronous sound
such as motion picture film, videotape
or other video formats, audio
recordings, and other media such as
synchronized audio and visual
presentations such as multimedia
productions.

Audiovisual records. Records in
pictorial or aural form that include still
and motion media, sound recordings,
graphic works, mixed media, and
related finding aids and production
files.

Subpart B—Audiovisual Records
Management

§ 1232.20 Agency program
responsibilities.

Each Federal agency, in providing for
effective controls over the creation of
records, shall establish an appropriate
program for the management of
audiovisual records. This program shall
be governed by the following
requirements:

(a) Prescribe the types of records to be
created and maintained so that
audiovisual activities and their products
are properly documented. (Regulations
on the appropriate types of permanent
audiovisual records are located in
§ 1228.184 of this chapter.)

(b) Ensure that adequate training is
provided to:

(1) Agency personnel responsible for
the disposition of audiovisual records;

(2) Contractor personnel who have
temporary custody of audiovisual
records; and,


